English phrase structure analysis

Tom Payne

A. Assign lexical category labels to all the words in the following clauses.

B. Enclose all the phrases in brackets. This includes DPs, NPs, IPs, VPs and PPs. Remember that phrases can occur within other phrases (you may label the brackets if you must, and you have room, though labeling brackets is not part of this exercise).

The first clause has been done for you:

\[
[D \ [N]] \ [V \ [D \ [ADJ \ N]]] \]

1. The dog watched a fluffy cat.

2. She purposely saw a man on a moving stairway.

3. A television on an ugly table is unusual.

4. The television is on pretty stairways.

5. The cat and dog chased the television with a telescope.

6. The dog with the telescope is an unusual dog.

7. Sick cats obviously escape pretty stairways.

8. They moved the man and the unusual scruffy telescope purposely.

9. She is moving the television on the stairway.

10. The table is obviously scruffy.

11. They should purposely watch a dog on television.